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TH E SOUTH PO L A R  E C L IPSE  OF 1 9 1 7  D E C E M B E R  1 3 ‘.

W IL L IA M  F . R IG G E .

If there is anything in the whole realm of the wonderful science of 
astronomy that commands the admiration of the world, learned as 
well as unlearned, it is the accuracy with which eclipses are predicted, 
and the precision with which the time and the track of a total eclipse 
of the sun are laid down upon the surface of the earth decades of years, 
I might probably say centuries, in advance. People wonder how it is 
possible that an astronomer may travel thousands of miles, carrying 
with him all kinds of instruments, may spend weeks in their erection 
and adjustment, and when the predicted moment has come, may 
secure such valuable and accurate results as if he had been at home 
in his own observatory, had used his own familiar and permanently 
mounted equipment, and had arranged the time of totality to suit his 
own convenience. Truly, there is reason to marvel at this great God- 
given intelligence. But, humanly speaking, astronomers have deserved 
it, they have paid for it by their centuries and even milleniums of 
patient observations, analyses and computations. And there is no 
doubt that other sciences will attain similar results when they shall 
have been studied with similar assiduity, and we feel assured that with 
our modern facilities of research and communication the time and 
labor will be much reduced.

The idea here expressed finds a practical application in an eclipse of 
the sun, which will occur in 1917 on December 13, and whose central 
line will lie exactly across the south pole. I use the word “exactly” 
designedly, and because it is somewhat flexible in its meaning, I will 
later on show in what sense it is employed, and I can promise that 
there will be no disappointment in its use.

The fact of the central line’s lying across the south pole brings in 
its train many other exceptional circumstances, such that the eclipse 
will be visible in all longitudes and at all hours of local time, at noon 
and at midnight, at sunrise and and at sunset. Although the eclipse 
is not a total one, but only annular, the obscuration will reach 97M* 
per cent, and on the central line the sun will appear as a beautiful and 
slender ring of light whose width is one-eightieth of its diameter.

* Read at the New York Meeting of the American Astronomical Society 
December 28, 1916.
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Fig. 1 will introduce us to the general features of this eclipse. Here 
we see the hemisphere that is presented to the Sun on December 13 at 
21h 55m Greenwich mean time, that is, on December 14 at 3:55 A. M. 
central time. The Sun is directly overhead in the center of the Earth’s 
disk, in latitude 23° 12' South and in longitude 30° East. The straight 
line AB is the path of the Moon’s center as seen from the Sun, and is 
drawn exactly through the earth’s south pole. The circle centered at 
21h 55m is the Moon’s penumbra, within which the Sun appears to be 
more or less eclipsed. The line CD, parallel to AB, is the Northern 
Limit of the eclipse, and, if the Earth did not rotate, would show us at 
a glance the entire region within which the eclipse would be visible. 
But because the earth does rotate, the straight line CD is bent into the 
curved line that we see near it in the figure.

As the path of the penumbra’s center across the south pole and in 
its immediate vicinity is the special feature of this eclipse, the following 
figures in this article will give us first a three-fold, then a thirty-fold, 
and lastly even a three hundred-fold enlargement of this part of Figure 
1. But before we pass over to them, we must study what to us in the 
northern hemisphere may appear a topsy-turvy orientation.
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Let us imagine ourselves standing on the Earth at the very top of 
Figure 1, that is, in latitude 66° 48' north and in longitude 30° east. 
Let us also either suppose the Earth’s rotation arrested for a while, or 
else travel with the rapidity of thought. As we look at the Sun from 
the place mentioned, we see it just above the south horizon at noon. 
The cardinal points N S E W on its disk will then appear as in Fig. 2a, 
and will coincide exactly with T B L R (top, bottom, left, right) as in 
Fig. 2b. We may therefore conceive these two figures superposed one 
upon the other. They have been drawn separately for the sake of 
clearness and for a reason to be mentioned presently.

F ig. 2. Reference P oints on the Sun ’s Disk.

As we travel southward on our selected meridian of 30° east, the 
Sun will be a degree higher in the sky at noon for every degree of lati
tude we cover, until it will be in the zenith when we arrive at 23° 12' 
south latitude, in the very center of the Earth’s disk as shown in Fig. 1. 
If we were to hold the two superposed diagrams of Fig. 2 just before us 
when looking at the Sun, at such a distance and such a manner that 
the diagram would be as large as the Sun in the sky and exactly cover 
its image, we would begin in latitude 66° 48' north by holding the pa
per vertically, then as we travelled southward we would raise the pa
per higher and higher in a circular arc, keeping E W and L R horizontal 
but inclining N and T forward, thereby lowering them and raising S 
and B, until when the Sun was directly over our head the cardinal 
points N S E W  would be the same as ever but T B L R would lose 
their meaning altogether.

On continuing our southward journey, always holding the diagram 
before the Sun in the sky, we begin to lower the paper behind our 
back, and when we now turn round to get a more natural look at it, we 
find that T B L R have turned around with us but N S E W have not. 
In a word, as soon as we cross the latitude which has the Sun in its 
zenith, the relative or local designations of top and bottom, right and 
left have turned halfway round on the Sun’s disk, while its cardinal 
points, north, south, east, west, have remained the same. That is, we 
have now learned that N S E W are fixed points on the Sun’s disk
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itself, while T B L R are dependent upon our place of view on the 
Earth.

We get a further confirmation of this lesson when we look at the 
Sun when it is off the meridian, that is, in the forenoon or in the after
noon. We always place T on top of the Sun’s disk as we see it, no 
matter where on earth we may be. But N will not be on top for us in 
the United States except at noon and at midnight. Before noon N in
clines to the left, and afternoon to the right, by an amount which de
pends upon three factors, the Sun’s declination and hour angle and our 
latitude.

We are now convinced that in the southern hemisphere beyond the 
tropics, at least, the Sun’s uppermost point at noon is its south point. 
May we now advance still further south on our journey ? We have 
turned round to'look at our diagram and the Sun. Fig. 2a has remain
ed the same on our paper but Fig. 2b has been superposed upon it re
versed, or rather it might be better to say that as we now look at our 
paper, T B L R are the same but N S E W have been all reversed. As 
we proceed southward, we keep on lowering our diagram to a more 
convenient height. But what happens the moment we cross the south 
pole ? Shall I let the reader wrestle with the problem, or mercifully 
save him the suspense and the uncertainty ? Well, nothing happens, 
except that our paper is lowered a degree for every degree of latitude 
we make, and that we are now going north on the Earth. But N S E W 
and T B L R remain exactly as they were before we passed the south 
pole, and they will remain so until we reach the latitude 66° 48' south 
beyond the south pole which is the lowermost point of the Earth’s disk 
on Fig. 1.

This reversal of the nomenclature of points on the Sun’s disk may be 
brought about in two ways. The way we did it was to travel along a 
meridian across the place which had the Sun in its zenith. It is the 
Sun’s crossing the zenith, therefore, and not its declination that deter
mines this reversal, and hence this reversal must take place every
where within the tropics twice a year whenever the Sun’s declination 
equals the latitude of the place. The second way would be to pass 
through the place that has the zenithal Sun by travelling in an east 
and west direction, or rather to remain at rest in the place and allow 
the Earth’s rotation to apparently move the Sun for us from the east 
through our zenith to the west. The moment before this transit through 
our zenith, that is, the moment before our local noon, the point T would 
fall upon W, at noon itself all the points T B L R would vanish, and 
the moment after noon T would fall on E. Should the Sun’s center 
cross our meridian slightly south of our zenith, there would be a cor
respondingly rapid run of the point T from W through N to E, should
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it cross north of our zenith T would run through S. All these facts 
may be satisfactorily understood with the help of a celestial globe. We 
shall need many of them in our study of this South Polar eclipse.

We are now prepared to examine Fig. 3, which is a map of the region 
within 30 degrees of the south pole and gives all the data pertaining to 
the beginning of the eclipse. The outer circle represents the latitude 
of 60° south, the next, the broken one, is the Antarctic Circle; then 
come the latitudes of 70° and 80°. The meridians are drawn at inter
vals of 30 degrees, 30 degrees east longitude being on top in all the 
maps in this article. Fig. 3 is a three-fold enlargement of the south

0£ — O' •

Fig. 3. B eginning of the Eclipse.

polar region of Fig. 1, with the obvious difference that in Fig. 3 the 
south pole is in the center of the map. The lower curve marked with 
the words Sunrise and Sunset, and with the large numbers 20 and 21 
and the smaller ones 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, shows the lines along which the 
Eclipse will begin at local sunrise and sunset. The large numbers 
mentioned give the hours in Greenwich time and the smaller ones the
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preceding and following ten minute intervals. The dotted lines run
ning almost at right angles to the Sunrise and Sunset line carry these 
times across the whole map, so that by estimation the time of the be
ginning of the eclipse may be found to the nearest minute anywhere 
within the South Frigid Zone. From the word NOON to the pole the 
eclipse will begin at local noon, and similarly for the lines indicating 
MIDNIGHT and 6 A. M. and 6 P. M. Along the curve marked WEST

2O

the Moon will be seen to first indent the Sun at its West point. Along 
the line N 80° W the first contact will occur 80 degrees from the Sun’s 
north point towards the west, and in like manner for N 70 W and 
N 60 W. On the curve marked LEFT the first contact occurs on the 
left side of the Sun, for T 80 L it occurs 80 degrees from the top or 
uppermost point towards the left, and for B 80 L it is 80 degrees from 
the bottom or lowermost point towards the left.

If we now examine the map in Fig. 3 more closely, we will see the
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curve N 60 W intersecting the curve B 60 L on the noon line, because, 
as we said before, in the southern hemisphere beyond the tropics the 
Sun’s north point N always coincides with its lowermost point B at lo
cal noon, and W with L. For the same reason N 70 W intersects B 70 
L, and N 80 W cuts B 80 L on the noon line, and WEST cuts LEFT on 
the midnight line. And a still closer study of the map will show us 
that the N and B points on the Sun’s limb are farthest apart on the 
6 A. M. and 6 P. M. lines, and that this separation is nearly equal to 
the colatitude of the place.

Fig. 4 gives the data for the middle of the eclipse. The Sunrise and

Sunset, the Noon, Midnight, 6 A. M. and 6 P. M. lines indicate that the 
middle of the eclipse, that is the maximum obscuration, will occur at 
these local times, while the dotted curves as before show the Green
wich times for every ten minutes. The three close parallel lines show 
the path within which the sun will appear to be annularly eclipsed,
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that is, the Moon will be completely before the Sun but unable to ob
scure it completely. Along the central line which we see running ex
actly across the south pole and not far also from the Magnetic Pole at 
x near the Gothic M, the Moon will be placed centrally before the Sun. 
The other lines marked 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 indicate the magnitude of the 
eclipse, that is, the per cent of the Sun’s diameter obscured. This ob
scuration is 96.7 per cent at the beginning of the annular path on the 
sunrise curve, 97.5 per cent at the south pole, and 96.9 at the end of 
the path on the sunset line.

Fig. 5 shows the same data for the end of the eclipse that Fig. 3 did
0£ -

F ig. 6. S ummary.

for its beginning. Fig. 6 summarizes some of the more important 
findings of the three preceding figures. In the sector marked NOON 
some phase of the eclipse takes place at local noon, along B the eclipse 
begins, along M it is at its middle, and along E its ends. The same ap
plies to the other sectors. The regions have been named and the whole 
map taken from the article “Shackelton’s South Polar Expedition” by
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Henry Arctowski, in the Scientific American of June 17, 1916, where 
it is called Professor David’s sketch map.

We will now examine the map near the south pole under a higher 
magnifying power. Fig. 7 is a ten-fold enlargement of the central 
parts of Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6. The latitude circles are now drawn for every 
degree and the meridian lines for every ten degrees. There is a scale 
of miles along the longitude 90° E. The band across the middle of the 
map is the Annulus Path, within which the Sun is seen to be annular- 
ly eclipsed, centrally of course, along the Central Line, which gives the 
position of the center of the so-called Negative Shadow for every min
ute from 21h 16m to 21h 31m G. M. T. The three ellipses are instanta
neous outlines of the Negative Shadow at 17m, 23m 24s, when its center is 
at C nearest the pole P, and at 30"’. The Central Line now appears to

pass near the pole but not exactly through it. Let the reader kindly 
withhold his judgment for a while until we have fully stated the case.

Fig. 7 shows another interesting item, the time dial, which is set for 
the time 21l1 23" 24s when the center of the Negative Shadow is near
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est the pole. N means local noon, M midnight, and the numbers the 
full hours. But this time dial is in rotation on the earth, while the 
meridian lines are fixed and at rest. The local 6 P. M. line, if drawn 
would cut the Central Line at 24m.5, about one minute after the time 
for which the dial has been drawn, so that it would not have turned 
noticeably. But the 6 P. M. line if extended towards the right would 
seem to cut the Central Line again at some point far off the diagram. 
But as was said, the time dial is in rotation counter-clockwise, so that 
this second point of intersection occurs in reality at 30‘".95, just within 
the limits of Fig. 7.

We are now coming to the most interesting feature of the present 
eclipse. Fig. 8 is a ten-fold enlargement of the central part of Fig. 7, 
and hence a three hundred-fold magnification of a part of Fig. 1. The

latitude circles are now drawn for every five minutes, and the longi
tudes are marked for every ten degrees north of the parallel of 89° 50' 
south. On longitude —90° we have again our scale of miles. The line 
K L is the preceding edge of the Negative Shadow, its following edge 
being off the map altogether on the left. Inside of the circle of 89° 50' 
we have the time dial, which may be said to be fixed during the min
ute that the center of the Negative Shadow runs from 23 to 24 on the
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diagram. The numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and the intervening marks 
show the single seconds after 23 minutes. The reader may see for him
self with what speed the shadow runs through the longitudes and the 
local times. But the Central Line at C seems farther than ever from 
the pole P. In fact, measurement will show it to be 4.0 miles away. Is 
the case lost ? Have we trifled with the word “exactly” ?

Let us look at Fig. 9, which is a vertical section through the axis of 
the Penumbra when it is nearest the pole, and is on the same scale as 
Fig. 8. The lines N P C M and the points P and C are identical on both 
figures, so that Fig. 9 may be conceived to be set up vertically over 
Fig. 8. N is the noon and M the midnight side of the pole, and the 
marks on N M indicate miles. A T C is the axis of the Penumbra and 
the Shadow, it is the straight line joining the centers of the Sun and 
Moon at the given moment, 21h 23™ 24s G. M. T. E F is the Southern 
Limit of the Negative Shadow, and when revolved about A C will cut 
Fig. 8 on the line K L. The angle A C P is the Sun’s altitude as well 
as its declinatian, 23° 12'.

The axis A T C of the Shadow cuts the prolongation of the Earth’s 
axis P T B E at the point T, 1.725 miles or 9107 feet above the pole P, 
and intersects the horizontal plane through P at the point C, 4.0 miles 
or 3'.48 beyond the pole on the midnight side. Four miles beyond the 
pole! Is that passing exactly through the pole? Tarry a little; there 
is something else. What do we mean by the word “south pole” ? We 
all answer at once, the south end of the earth’s axis of revolution. I 
ask again, where is this end? Why, on the ground, of course. Aye, 
there’s the rub! Where then is the ground at the South Pole ? Is it at 
sea level, as all our figures have so far implicitly taken for granted? 
We know, of course, that the earth is not a perfect sphere, for if it were, 
the south pole would be at B in Fig. 9, 13.3 miles above the point P. 
But we also know from the reports of Amundsen and Scott that the 
south pole is in the middle of a large continent called Antarctica and 
on a lofty plateau about ten thousand feet high. Now this elevation 
of a few thousand feet is of vital importance in the present eclipse on 
account of the low altitude of the Sun. Look at the broken line paral
lel to N M on Fig. 9. It is ten thousand feet above the sea level line 
P C and when transferred to Fig. 8 is the dotted line passing only 
about half a mile from the pole and on its noon side, instead of four 
miles away on the midnight side as the sea-level Central Line does. 
As the ground is about ten thousand feet high and is not likely as true 
a level surface as a body of unfrozen water, have we not very great 
probability in our favor when we say that the pole itself is 9107 feet 
above sea level and that the Central Line passes exactly through the 
“pin-point” of the pole ? And I challenge all doubters to go and dis
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prove the assertion by observation.
Here I must acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. C. T. Whitmell, M. 

A., B. Sc., who first mentioned this most remarkable feature of the
present eclipse in the Monthly Notices 
of the Royal Astronomical Society, 
LXXVI, 408. And it is only because 
he contented himself with a few numer
ical statements and gave no diagrams 
or maps whatever, that the present 
article took its origin and led to the 
construction of its many diagrams. All 
the data presented on these figures 
were obtained graphically from an 
enlargement of the lower part of Fig. 1, 
all, I say, except those pertaining to the 
Central Line and the Annulus Path. 

The American Ephemeris, which was my sole source, gives merely the be
ginning, middle and end of the Central Line and the points of First and 
Last Contact, which we did not need in the present article. How relia
ble my source is may be evinced by the French eclipse of 1912 April 
17, when the American line came nearest to the observed one. (The 
Observatory 449 226). I will conclude by giving the results of my 
numerical computations and a drawing of the eclipsed Sun, Fig. 10, as 
it will appear at the South Pole.

F ig. 10. The Eclipsed S un A s 
S een at the S outh P ole.

The Central Line of the Eclipse.
Greenwich
Mean Time Latitude

G. M T.
<t>

n m o /
20 43.8 —59 1.9
20 50 69 20.0
21 0 76 38.0

10 82 41
17 86 38
18 87 8.7
19 87 43
20 88 11
21 88 45
22 89 16.3
23 89 46.7
23.40 89 56.6
24 89 41.2
25 89 10.1
26 88 39.7
27 88 7.5
28 87 36.6
29 87 4.9
30 86 28
40 81 17.1
50 75 42.1

22 0 69 43.1
10 58 49.3
10.5 —56 7.8

Longitude of 
Longitude Central 

Meridian
X
0 / o /

+  87 52.7 —47 1.0
74 28.6 46 8.1
67 35.9 43 38.1
63 6.9 41 8.1
60 35.6 39 23.2
60 34.3 39 8.2
60 30.0 38 53.2
60 35.9 38 38.2
61 51.8 38 23.2
62 27.1 38 8.2
73 25.9 37 53.2

+142  12.8 37 47.2
-1 3 3  58.6 37 38.2

126 49.1 37 23.2
125 40.0 37 8.2
124 55.0 36 53.2
125 17.5 36 38.2
125 7.2 36 23.2
125 29.4 36 8.2
128 46.4 33 38.2
132 53.7 31 8.3
137 33.8 28 38.3
151 9.0 26 8.3

-1 5 5  41.2 - 2 6 0.8

Local Local
Hour Apparent

Angle Time
T T

O f h ill

-1 3 5  13.7 2 59.1A.M.
120 36.7 3 57.6
111 14.0 5 15.1
104 15,0 5 3.0
100 18.8 5 18.7
99 42.5 5 21.3
99 23.2 5 22.4
99 14.1 5 25.0
99 15.0 5 23.0

100 35.3 5 21.7
—111 19.1 4 34.7 A.M.
±180 0.0 Midnight
+  96 20.6 6 25.3 P.M.

89 25.9 5 57.7
88 31.8 5 54.1
88 1.8 5 52.1
88 39.3 5 54.6
88 44.0 5 54.9
89 23.4 5 57.6
95 8.2 6 20.6

101 45.4 6 47.0
108 55.6 7 18.7
125 0.7 8 20.0

+129 40.4 8 38.7 P.M.




